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SAT/ACT PREP CLASS
KENYON COLLEGE & MOUNT VERNON SALVATION ARMY
Course Outline Total: 20 Lessons
Getting to Know You
1. Lesson 1: What are the SAT/ACT?
2. Parent information session: The College Process
SAT Prep
3. Lesson 2: Vocabulary
4. Lesson 3: Reading: Prose
5. Lesson 4: Grammar
6. Lesson 5: Testing Skills
7. Lesson 6: Vocabulary
8. Lesson 7: Reading: Science
9. Lesson 8: Grammar
10. Lesson 9: Practice Test
11. Lessons 10+ 11: Addressing weaknesses [to be added to the curriculum based on
instructor observations]
ACT Prep
12. Lesson 13: Reading
13. Lesson 14: Grammar
14. Lesson 15: Testing Skills
15. Lesson 16: Vocabulary
16. Lesson 17: Reading: Science
17. Lesson 18: Practice Test
18. Lessons 19 + 20: Addressing weaknesses [to be added to the curriculum based on
instructor observations]

LESSON 1: Welcome, Icebreakers, Introduction to the Course, Expectations and vocabulary
game
Lesson objective:
The goal of this lesson is to get to know the group and introduce the expectations of the course.
It’s important to gauge the needs of the students and to start introducing college-related terms.
Learn about them as people and students: What do they know about the college process already?
What goals do they have? What’s their family life like? What’s their school life like? These
questions are important in gauging their personal and academic needs.
Introduction in a circle:
 Name and an adjective that begins with that same letter (Magnificent Mary)
 Where you’re from
 Grade
 Favorite food
 Who is your hero?
 Do you have a dream job?
Leaders talk about who we are and what this course is about
 College preparatory course
 Help you know what to do to graduate high school and go to school afterward
 Supporting each other
 Establish ground rules
 Raise hand before talking
 Listen to your peers with respect
 Give your all every day so that you can make yourself proud
 Come prepared to each class (paper to take notes and a pencil, sleep well, ask questions if
you have them, etc.)
 Talk about one college in Ohio with pictures (recurring theme in each lesson)
 Turn to a partner and write down together a list of as many colleges or universities in
Ohio that you know of
3. Basic vocab: Make a handout BEFORE CLASS. Popcorn reading out loud the definitions
 College vs. university
 A college is an educational institution that is usually smaller
 A university is an educational institution that has multiple different schools within it (i.e.
a school for arts, a school for sciences)
 Community college is usually 2 years
 Associates degree is 2 years too!
 Admissions: the process of being allowed to enter a college or university
 Acceptance: being allowed to enter a college or university
 Standardized test: a series of questions that attempts to compare a lot of people based on
the same test or standard
 Undergraduate: usually means school after high school but before graduate school















ACT: American college testing: one of the tests you might need to take to get into a 4
year college
SAT: the most commonly taken college admissions test
PSAT: practice SAT which allows you to qualify for scholarships in the US
Common app: the application that many colleges use in common
FAFSA: free application for federal student aid: all financial aid applicants fill this out
Liberal arts: a school that focuses on the integration and combination of a variety of
disciplines like biology, English, arts, etc. to make a holistic student
Vocational school: post-high school education that focuses on a career
First generation: a student who is the first in their family to go to undergraduate school
Merit financial aid: money that a school gives you that is based off of your merits or
your achievements as an applicant
Need based financial aid: money that a school gives you that is based on your family’s
demonstrated financial need
Core courses: classes like history, English, math and science that students take each year
College counselor: a person to give you advice specifically about the college process
Guidance counselor: a person at your school who gives you advice about a variety of
topics

4. More vocabulary practice: make sheet with matching vocabulary activity (circle game) for
each student (we will need to cut this ahead of time). Students will be given 5 minutes to match it
with a partner. Students will raise their hands to ask questions during the activity.
5. College Timeline: Talk about the very general timeline of college admissions using the
vocabulary we just learned and make a timeline on paper or on a board if possible
have students make their own timeline on a piece of paper placed horizontally
Freshman year of high school:
 Guidance counselor and college counselor
 Core classes
 Standardized tests (not ones for college admissions)
Sophomore year of high school:
 PSAT
 Get to know your college counselor Junior year of high school:
 ACT
 SAT
Senior year
 Common app
 FAFSA
 Merit Financial Aid
 Need financial aid
 Admissions
 Acceptance
 Different kinds of higher education:

1. Undergraduate
vocational school
(community) college
2. University vs. College
3. Associate degree
4. Liberal arts
Cool Down:
Watch a video about Kenyon online

Additional Resources on college basics:
High School preparation
Federal Student Aid
Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)
CSS/PROFILE
Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities

LESSON 2: Vocabulary, college expectations, and standardized testing information
Lesson Objective:
The objective of this lesson is to continue the conversation from last class and learn what they
already know about the college admissions process (if anything) and their future expectations.
This lesson focuses on college-related vocabulary, and vocabulary that might appear on the SAT
or ACT. This lesson also specifically spends time on understand the SAT and ACT. Outline the
differences between them and their importance in the college admissions process.
1. Start out with popcorn vocabulary game with vocabulary list from last time:
 Difference between college and university
 Associates degree
 Need-based aid vs. merit-aid
 ACT
 SAT
 FAFSA
2. A survey to gauge their own expectations. (BEFORE CLASS)
 What do you hope to get out of this class?
 Are you interested in attending a four-year college? How interested?
 Do you have any concerns?
 Have you ever received any test prep before?
3. Further explanation of the ACT vs. SAT
 The ACT is an achievement test, measuring what a student has learned in school. The
SAT is more of an aptitude test, testing reasoning and verbal abilities.
 The ACT has up to 5 components: English, Mathematics, Reading, Science, and an
optional Writing Test. The SAT has only 3 components: Critical Reading, Mathematics,
and a required Writing Test.
 SAT has a mandatory writing test. ACT continues to offer its well-established test, plus
an optional writing test. You take the ACT Writing Test only if required or requested by
the college(s) you're applying to.
 The SAT penalizes you for wrong answers, so guessing is discouraged. The ACT is
scored based on the number of correct answers with no penalty for guessing.
 The ACT has an Interest Inventory that allows students to evaluate their interests in
various career options.
 Most colleges and universities will require either the SAT or the ACT, so you may not
have to take both.
4. Vocabulary practice—Distribute (1) SAT vocabulary list, and (1) ACT vocabulary list. Ask
students to create 5 sentences using 5 different words on each list. Ask them to do this
independently and then compare sentences with a partner. Instructors walk around and
listen/help.
Additional Resources on the ACT and SAT:

SAT Basics
ACT Basics
Test Vocabulary

LESSON 3: SAT reading Prose
Lesson Objective:
The goal of this lesson is to start tutoring the students in reading comprehension, specifically
while taking a standardized test. It will not only be helpful to practice basic reading
comprehension, but also helpful tactics for comprehension during standardized testing.
1. Review the ACT Reading section: what to look for while we read. While the tests are different,
both attempt to understand how you interpret, or make sense of, what you are reading.
2. What is the SAT Reading Section?
 The SAT Reading Section, also known as Critical Reading, attempts to test your ability to
understand a passage.
 Today, we are going to talk about important pieces to understanding a passage. Then we
are going to put these skills to work in small groups.
What to look for while reading a passage for SAT Reading:
1. Vocabulary: what words do you not understand? Can you figure out what they could
mean by looking at what words are around them?
2. Who are the main subjects in the piece? These could be characters in a prose passage or
the topics of articles. What do they value? What kind of person does the article portray
them as? What are some words you could use to describe them?
3. What is the piece trying to argue? In your opinion, what are some interesting points that
come up?
4. What did you learn from the text? This could be something that is written within it, or
ideas that are portrayed through the writing but never actually stated.
Using the above statement, divide into groups and assign each group a different practice test
from this link.
(http://www.majortests.com/sat/reading-comprehension.php)
You will want to print these out BEFORE class. Have them review the passage in groups,
answering the aforementioned questions. Then have them present to the class about what they
came up with.
Finally, have the students answer the practice questions. Record their progress in the Lesson
Evaluation Form.
5. Distribute “Basic Reading Comprehension” handout and go over the answers as a class.
Additional Resources:
SAT Reading Tips

LESSON 4: Grammar
Lesson Objective:
Practice grammar rules that will be relevant on the SAT (and ACT). As the instructor, you will
have to adapt to the needs of the class, so pay attention to which concepts, rules, or examples are
difficult for your group of students. An additional goal of this lesson is to have start thinking
about and practicing the SAT writing section. The outlined grammar rules and essay guidelines
will be helpful.
1. Review what we’ve already practiced and what we practiced in last week’s lesson.
2. Distribute grammar rules handout
 Grammar rules are universal, so they will apply to both tests—emphasize that these
rules will help them throughout multiple portions of test, such as the writing section.
 Go over the rules and give examples of the complex rules.
 Using these examples, have the class go over these rules as a class and explain how
they apply.
 The examples highlighted in blue on the grammar handout are the ones you should
practice as a class.
3. Handout essay prep sheet
 Give a quick overview of the logic behind the SAT writing section.
 The SAT writing section is meant to show aptitude and creativity
 Only 25 minutes are allotted for this section, so time shouldn’t be wasted
 The essay can start from any point of view—this prompt is meant to show that the
student can apply the question to the real world.
 Make sure to have a strong viewpoint/ argument when answering the prompt by
gently asking questions that challenge the students; this will keep the argument
concise.
 Have the class pick an SAT prompt from the handout and guide them together
through the process of making a thesis, an outline, etc.
 If you’d like, you can split the class up into groups and have them answer different
prompts
3. Tell the class to hold onto both of the handouts because they will be using them
throughout the program for later grammar lessons
4. Close with a “rose” and “thorn” activity in which student share one thing they are proud
of related to the course and one thing they are hoping to continue to improve.
Additional Resources:
SAT Grammar Tips

LESSON 5: SAT Testing Skills
Lesson Objective:
Like many of our lessons, our group sessions are meant to be collaborative. This lesson
specifically is mean to engage students not only as a group—but also between each other.
Review the outline of the SAT format and start practicing!
1. Intro: Share a highlight since the last class.
2. Think/pair/share: Think and write down three things that you know about the SAT.
Model a few facts about the SAT: ex. It has an essay section. It is taken in a booklet and
an answer sheet. Turn to the person next to you and share these things and talk about your
ideas about the SAT in general. Both people in each group will share one thing that
hasn’t already been said about the SAT.
3. Introduce a topic, then Think/pair/share: There are 3 main parts of the SAT called
subsections. The first is Writing (essay, then multiple choice), the second is Critical
Reading (three sections of multiple choice) and the third is Mathematics (one section of
multiple choice and free response, and two sections of just multiple choice). Reinforce
this idea by having students explain what the three sections of the SAT are to their paired
person and which one they feel they will need to focus on the most. Quickly circulate and
ask what sections they want to focus on. Also answer any questions.
4. (Point to the chart on the first page of the handout) The SAT is basically 10 mini tests
that together all take 3 hours and 45 minutes to complete. Most sections are 20 or 25
minutes except the multiple-choice section for writing, which is 10 minutes.
5. Popcorn read the general strategies using a ball to decide who has to read. Then ask them
to in a pair role-play and label off students as A and B alternating. Tell them that Student
A’s are acting as if they were helping someone prepare for the SAT and Student B’s
know nothing about the SAT. Student B asks student A 3 question which Student A
answers by using the 12 main tips. Ask one volunteer pair to share with the class.
6. Popcorn read the Critical reading (both subsections) of tips in a group. Role-play, but this
time Student A is Student B (switch roles) and they must do 3 questions and 3 answers
using the tips. Ask one volunteer pair (different from last time) to share with the class.
7. Popcorn read the Writing (both subsections) of tips in a group. Ask specific students by
volunteers or by cold calling: What (if anything) did you find surprising about this?
Which tips did you find the most useful? What would you add as a tip?
8. Popcorn read the Math tips in a group. Ask specific students by volunteers or by cold
calling: What (if anything) did you find surprising about this? Which tips did you find the
most useful? What would you add as tips?

9. Work through worksheets of problems that you have printed out (one page for each
section) using the tips to guide students to show them how to see it on the page, what to
think about, and what to respond to. Emphasize that it’s okay to go slowly at first in order
to build good habits, because speed can be built with time. Have them do another practice
problem after each one you do with them to confirm their understanding. Call on a
volunteer to explain why the answer is correct and what strategies might help them get
there.
10. Repeat 9 for each section, and circulate to see if there are questions.
11. Talk about an Ohio college or university of your choosing or watch a video if possible!
Additional Resources:
Testing Tips (Helpful tips for both tests that can be used in all sections)
SAT Test Tips (Useful for all portions of the test)

LESSON 6: SAT Vocabulary
Lesson Objective:
Practice SAT vocabulary and, again, engage collaboratively. Some of the SAT words are
incredibly difficult, but it will be helpful for them to work together. Another goal of this lesson is
to show them the online resources they can access online on their own time.
1. Begin class with the same vocabulary activity as last class and distribute SAT vocabulary
list.
1. Ask students to create five sentences using five different words on the list. Once
they have completed this independently, ask them to compare with a partner.
2. Instructors walk around and listen/help.
3. Use some of the students’ sentences as examples and walk through them as a class.
2. Lead students into the computer lab lead them to http://
sat.tyrannosaurusprep.com/
Have them practice SAT vocabulary, and ask them to sign in with a Google account to track their
progress.
Then lead students to http://www.majortests.com/sat/sentence-completion.php
1. Have them complete Sentence Completion Practice Tests 1, 2, and 3.
2. Discuss difficult/ commonly missed words as a class.
Important point to stress:
Practicing vocabulary is important, and online resources can be really helpful. Utilize online
resources and check out these helpful apps:
Additional Resources:
SAT Score QuestTM by The Princeton Review
Available for: iPad®
Cost: FREE
Download from: iTunes (iPhone applications store)
Using ShowMe technology, a Princeton Review tutor explains sample question solutions. This
application also includes 45 extra questions with a score report, 15 Core Concept lessons, voice
recordings and more.
Kaplan SAT Flashcubes
Available for: iPhone® and iPod Touch®
Cost: $4.99 (FREE for ACT QuizBank)
Download from: iTunes (iPhone applications store)
This on-the-go study guide helps students prepare for the verbal section of the SAT using selfstudy mode, multiple-choice quizzes, custom vocabulary lists and progress reports.
SAT Remix

Available for: cell phones (and not just smartphones)
Cost: starting at $24.99 for three months
Download from: http://satremix.com
This vocabulary prep program uses vocabulary lessons set to music. Through this "Alpha
learning," students are taught more than 300 of the most-missed words on the SAT.
Watermelon Express SAT Connect
Available for: iPhone® and iPad®
Cost: $9.99 for iPhone®, $14.99 for iPad®
CBL Project

Download from: iTunes (iPhone applications store)
Billing itself as the "world’s first and only cross-platform SAT test prep tool," this application is
also available for computers. The content includes five mini tests, 650 practice questions with
solutions, and 500 pages of review materials and test-taking tips.
eTextPrep SAT and ACT Vocab Prep
Available for: cell phones
Cost: $7.99/ month
Download from: www.eTextPrep.com
Students receive two vocabulary words (with parts of speech and definition) on their cell phone
each day.A section on Latin and Greek roots, prefixes and suffixes is also included, as is a
weekly word review.
Tutor.com To Go
Available for: iPhone®, iPod Touch® and iPad®
Cost: FREE trial, then plans starts at $34.99/month
Download from: iTunes (iPhone applications store)
Live tutors help students preparing for the SAT or ACT by not only answering their questions,
but also explaining via a digital blackboard how they arrived at the answers.

LESSON 7: SAT Reading (Science)
Lesson Objective: The SAT science section is mostly about reading comprehension and problem
solving. This lesson aims to practice thinking in the right analytical mindset. Focus on the
importance of interpretation and encourage the students to help each other break down each
section.





The SAT attempts to understand how you interpret, or make sense of, what you are
reading. While the science section is different from the prose section, the skills you learn
in one will help you do better in the other!
What is the SAT Reading Section?
The SAT Reading Section, also known as Critical Reading, attempts to test your ability to
understand a passage.
Today, we are going to talk about important pieces to understanding a passage about
science. Then we are going to put these skills to work in small groups.
Review the vocabulary of question 3*, popcorn style

What to look for while reading a passage for SAT Reading about Science:
1. Vocabulary: what words do you not understand? Can you figure out what they could
mean by looking at what words are around them?
2. Who are the main subjects in the piece? Who are the researchers or subjects of the
article? What are they doing and why is it important? What kind of person does the
article portray them as? What are some words you could use to describe them?
3. What is the point of the experiment? Why is it interesting? What are the scientists trying
to prove/ what are they studying? In other words, what is their thesis or hypothesis? How
did they study this? In other words, what technique did they use? *You should review the
vocabulary of this question.
4. What is the piece trying to argue? In your opinion, what are some interesting points that
come up?
5. What did you learn from the text? This could be something that is written within it, or
ideas that are portrayed through the writing but never actually stated.
6. Based on the article, what do you think the researchers would do or study next?
Using the above statement, divide into groups and assign each group a different practice test
from (http://www.majortests.com/sat/reading-comprehension.php)
You will want to print examples out that have a more scientific nature BEFORE class.
Have them review the passage in groups, answering the above questions. Then have them present
to the class about what they came up with.
Finally, have the students answer the practice questions. Record their progress in the Lesson
Evaluation Form.

LESSON 8: SAT Grammar
Lesson Objective:
Because grammar on the SAT is so important, this lesson revisits the objectives from Lesson 4.
However, this time simulate an actual SAT test by having them work on the grammar hand out
individually, and then rejoin as a group to review.





Have the students fill out a grammar worksheet.
You can have them fill it out individually or in pairs and walk around and see how the
students are doing
Choose one of the prompts from the handout given out during the last grammar session
and have the students individually answer a prompt they did not work on during the last
grammar lesson (give them 25 minutes; this is the time they’ll get on the actual test)
Briefly go over the writing section handout and explain the basic requirements for the
writing section
o Stress that they need to be explicit about answering the prompt
o Ensure them that the time crunch will not be an issue and that this essay is about
being creative—not about being right or wrong

Additional Resources:
SAT Grammar Tips (Sparknotes)

LESSON 9: SAT Practice Test
Lesson Objective:
It’s time to simulate the SAT test taking experience as much as possible. You won’t have time to
finish an entire test, obviously, but replicate the testing experience. Have the room be silent and
time your students! If they have trouble finishing, or had a lot of trouble with a few questions,
remind them they can access the answers/explanations to these questions online at Kahn
Academy.
Choose one section [based on time given during the SAT for this test] and then review the
answers with students. Make sure to record results and points of struggle in the teacher’s report
for the day so we know how to improve the curriculum or what the next teacher needs to go over.
Again, all problems have video explanations on Khan academy if anyone needs them. Strongly
encourage students to review the answers/explanations to these questions at home!
Print pages 5-12, 22, 27, 29-31 for kids along with SAT testing tips plan. Print pages 36- 86
constitute the SAT practice test lesson.
Additional Resources:
Practice SAT Test

NOTE: LESSONS 11 AND 12 COVER ADDRESSING THE WEAKNESS OF THE
GROUP WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRICULUM BASED ON THE NEEDS
OF THE GROUP AND INSTRUCTOR OBSERVATION.

LESSON 13: ACT Reading
Lesson Objective:
The goal of this lesson is to start tutoring the students in reading comprehension, specifically
while taking the ACT. It will not only be helpful to practice basic reading comprehension, but
also helpful tactics for comprehension during standardized testing. This lesson should be
structured similarly to the SAT reading lesson. Focus on asking the important questions (listed
below) that help the students break down each prose.


Warmup: ACT reading is the third section of the test. It has four categories within it:
prose fiction or literary narrative, social science, humanities and natural science. Today,
we’re going to start practicing reading prose.



Brainstorm: What are prose? What are important things to look at when reading prose?
Let’s talk about elements of writing that are often included in prose. [Toss a ball around
the room to elicit answers in a pop-corn style way. No answer is a bad answer, but
reinforcing the following elements will prepare them to succeed in the next activity.]



Characters: protagonist, antagonist: who are they characters? What are they like and what
do they want? What do they value and what are their aspirations? What are their
relationships like?



Plot: what is happening in the story? Why is it important? Is there a morale, or lesson, to
the story? If so, what is it?



Setting: where does the story take place? When does it take place? Why is it important to
the story?



Metaphor or simile: what are the images that the author uses to tell the story? Metaphors
and similes use the words “like” and “as” in them. Come up with some examples before
class. Can you tell me about these images in your own words? In groups of two, let’s
each come up with one simile and one metaphor. Then do a brief group share calling on 3
or 4 people to show what they learned.



Narration/Point of view: How is the story told? From the eyes, or perspective, of the
protagonist? From someone that seems to be looking down on them (3rd person
narrator)? Are they omniscient [they know the thoughts and feelings of the other
characters at all times]? Or are they limited [they only know the thoughts and feelings of
one or two characters at all times]?

Now let’s practice a little bit reading passages like the one’s you’ll see on the ACT. [See
following page for Prose reading samples. You should print them out BEFORE CLASS]
Divide students into groups of 2 or 3 and assign each one to an excerpt. Each group will talk
about the following in their group with another group that read the same passage [make a

handout BEFORE CLASS]. Finally, they will share what they come up with in a 3 minute
presentation on their excerpt with the whole class.


What words were new or unfamiliar? Can you and your group come up with what that
word could mean based on the words and images around it? It’s okay to guess! We’ll talk
about them in the big group.



Who are the main characters? What are they like? What do they value? What do they
like? What do they not like? What do you think are some activities that the characters
might enjoy that are not in the story?




How do the characters relate to one another? How do they change throughout the story?
Where does the story take place? What sentences can you share that tell us about the
environment of the story?
What happens in the story? What do you think are the most important parts? What
catches your attention and why?





Now have the groups present what they came up with. Make sure to write down in the
lesson report what the principle difficulties and successes were as they relate to the above
questions.



Finally, bring up the sample questions for each passage and see if you can answer them
as a class based on the presentations that students just made. Highlight the fact that, by
getting comfortable reading for the topics we talked about at the beginning, they will be
able to successfully answer the questions on the test.



If you’d like, you can provide some practice material for students who would like to
practice more for reading narrative/prose for them to practice for, especially if they
struggled.

Additional Resources:
ACT Reading Tips

LESSON 14: ACT Grammar
Lesson Objective:
Practice grammar rules that will be relevant on the ACT. As the instructor, you will have to
adapt to the needs of the class, so pay attention to which concepts, rules, or examples are difficult
for your group of students. An additional goal of this lesson is to have start thinking about and
practicing the ACT writing section. The outlined grammar rules and essay guidelines will be
helpful.
1. Review what we’ve already practiced and what we practiced in last week’s lesson.
2. Ask class to get out grammar rules handout (or redistribute if you
 Grammar rules are universal, so they will apply to both tests—emphasize that these
rules will help them throughout multiple portions of test, such as the writing section.
 Go over the rules and give examples of the complex rules.
 Using these examples, have the class go over these rules as a class and explain how
they apply.
 The examples highlighted in blue on the grammar handout are the ones you should
practice as a class.
3. Handout essay prep sheet
 Give a quick overview of the logic behind the ACT writing section.
 40 minutes are allotted for this section
 Have the class pick an ACT prompt from the handout and guide them together
through the process of making a thesis, an outline, etc.
 If you’d like, you can split the class up into groups and have them answer different
prompts
Additional Resources:
ACT Grammar

LESSON 15: ACT Testing Skills
Lesson Objective:
Like many of our lessons, our group sessions are meant to be collaborative. This lesson
specifically is mean to engage students not only as a group—but also between each other.
Review the outline of the ACT format and start practicing!





Refer back to Lesson 5 to review the SAT testing guides and see if any of those testing
tips will apply.
Next, go over the ACT specific test taking tips (listed below) AS A GROUP. Do this
popcorn style.
o Note: unlike like the SAT, the ACT is about material already learned—not
aptitude. These questions are less about problem solving and more about the
specific curriculum.
After reading the tips below, have the students split into pairs and work through questions
from a practice ACT while applying these tips.

Courtesy of testinfo.net:
1. Learn the section directions now. Use the time saved during the test to work on questions.
2. Answer easy questions first. Mark skipped questions in your exam book so you can
quickly return to them later.
3. Guess...if you can eliminate at least one choice.
4. You can write in the test book: cross out wrong answers; do scratch work.
5. Avoid stray marks on the answer sheet. A machine scores your test and can't distinguish
between a correct answer and a careless doodle.
6. Easy questions usually precede hard ones.
7. Mark only one answer per question.
8. Skip any question if you haven't the faintest idea about the answer. You don't lose points.
9. Understand the scoring! You get a point for a right answer. There is no deduction for
omitted answers or for wrong answers. However, filling in each question with even a
guess is better than leaving the answer grid blank.
10. Keep checking that you are placing your answer in the correct section and number on the
answer sheet.
11. Don't spend too much time on any one question. You should spend only seconds on the
easiest questions, and hesitate to spend more than 1-2 minutes on even the hardest ones.
12. Practice, practice, practice!
13. Remember that the ACT consists of a series of small, timed, mini-tests. Keep track of the
time you're allotted for each one and how much time remains.
14. Bring a watch to the test center. You can't be guaranteed that there'll be a working clock
there.
15. Don't change an answer unless you're sure you made an error.
16. Read the words in the question carefully. Be sure to answer the question asked and not
the question you recall from a practice test.

17. Know the Question Types to Expect on the ACT * 19 analogies * 19 sentence completion
* 40 reading comprehension * 35 math multiple-choices * 15 quantitative comparisons *
10 student-produced responses

Additional Resources:
ACT Testing Tips (Useful tips and strategies for all portions of the test; use throughout
curriculum)
Overall Testing Tips

LESSON 16: ACT Vocabulary
Lesson objective:
Practice SAT vocabulary and, again, engage collaboratively. While the ACT does not focus on
vocabulary as much as the ACT, it will be helpful for them to work through examples together.
Another goal of this lesson is to show them the online resources they can access online on their
own time.
Begin class with the same vocabulary activity from a few lessons ago and distribute ACT
vocabulary list.
1. Ask students to create five sentences using five different words on the list. Once
they have completed this independently, ask them to compare with a partner.
2. Instructors walk around and listen/help.
3. Use some of the students’ sentences as examples and walk through them as a class.
Lead students into the computer lab lead them to:
http://www.quia.com/quiz/257737.html

Afterwards, review quizzes answers as a class and work through examples that were particularly
difficult.
Again, stress that there are plenty of FREE online quizzes that they can utilize at home.
Additional Resources:
Extra ACT Vocabulary

LESSON 17: ACT Reading (Science)
Lesson Objective:
Similar to the SAT, the ACT science section is mostly about reading comprehension and
building off of concepts the student has already learned. This lesson aims to practice thinking in
the right analytical mindset. Focus on the importance of interpretation and encourage the
students to help each other break down each section.
Review the ACT Reading section: what to look for while we read. While the tests are different,
both attempt to understand how you interpret, or make sense of, what you are reading. While the
science section is different from the prose section, the skills you learn in one will help you do
better in the other!
What is the ACT Reading Section?
 The ACT Reading section attempts to test your ability to understand a passage. One
passage will be scientific.
 Today, we are going to talk about important pieces to understanding a passage about
science. Then we are going to put these skills to work in small groups.
Review the vocabulary of question 3*, popcorn style
What to look for while reading a passage for ACT Reading about Science:
1. Vocabulary: what words do you not understand? Can you figure out what they could
mean by looking at what words are around them?
2. Who are the main subjects in the piece? Who are the researchers or subjects of the
article? What are they doing and why is it important? What kind of person does the
article portray them as? What are some words you could use to describe them?
3. What is the point of the experiment? Why is it interesting? What are the scientists trying
to prove/ what are they studying? In other words, what is their thesis or hypothesis? How
did they study this? In other words, what technique did they use? *You should review the
vocabulary of this question.
4. What is the piece trying to argue? In your opinion, what are some interesting points that
come up?
5. What did you learn from the text? This could be something that is written within it, or
ideas that are portrayed through the writing but never actually stated.
6. Based on the article, what do you think the researchers would do or study next?
Using the above statement, divide into groups and assign each group a different practice test
included below. Have them review the passage in groups, answering the above questions. Then
have them present to the class about what they came up with.
Finally, have the students answer the practice questions. Record their progress in the Lesson
Evaluation Form.
Additional Resources:
ACT Science Tips

LESSON 18: ACT Practice Test
Lesson Objective:
It’s time to simulate the ACT test taking experience as much as possible. You won’t have time to
finish an entire test, obviously, but replicate the testing experience. Have the room be silent and
time your students!
1. Review Test Taking strategies for the ACT
2. Pick different sections of the test to administer over several lessons. Be sure to
incorporate activities to review answers and correct collectively.
3. Make sure to track students’ progress and identify strengths and weaknesses in the
Lesson Report and make notes for what needs to be done next lesson to ensure continuity
throughout the program.

Additonal Resources:
Practice Test

NOTE: LESSONS 19 AND 20 COVER ADDRESSING THE WEAKNESS OF THE
GROUP WHICH WILL BE ADDED TO THE CURRICULUM BASED ON THE NEEDS
OF THE GROUP AND INSTRUCTOR OBSERVATION.
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Courtesy of Test Prep Preview
The following passage refers to questions 8 through 14.
Marie Curie was one of the most accomplished scientists in history. Together with
her husband, Pierre, she discovered radium, an element widely used for treating
cancer, and studied uranium and other radioactive substances. Pierre and Marie's
amicable collaboration later helped to unlock the secrets of the atom.
Marie was born in 1867 in Warsaw, Poland, where her father was a professor of
physics. At an early age, she displayed a brilliant mind and a blithe personality. Her
great exuberance for learning prompted her to continue with her studies after high
school. She became disgruntled, however, when she learned that the university in
Warsaw was closed to women. Determined to receive a higher education, she deﬁantly
left Poland and in 1891 entered the Sorbonne, a French university, where she earned
her master's degree and doctorate in physics.
Marie was fortunate to have studied at the Sorbonne with some of the greatest
scientists of her day, one of whom was Pierre Curie. Marie and Pierre were married
in 1895 and spent many productive years working together in the physics laboratory.
A short time after they discovered radium, Pierre was killed by a horse-drawn wagon
in 1906. Marie was stunned by this horrible misfortune and endured heartbreaking
anguish. Despondently she recalled their close relationship and the joy that they had
shared in scientiﬁc research. The fact that she had two young daughters to raise by
herself greatly increased her distress.
Curie's feeling of desolation ﬁnally began to fade when she was asked to succeed her
husband as a physics professor at the Sorbonne. She was the ﬁrst woman to be given a
professorship at the world-famous university. In 1911 she received the Nobel Prize in
chemistry for isolating radium. Although Marie Curie eventually suffered a fatal
illness from her long exposure to radium, she never became disillusioned about her
work. Regardless of the consequences, she had dedicated herself to science and to
revealing the mysteries of the physical world.
8. The Curies' _________ collaboration helped to unlock the secrets of the
atom.
A. friendly
B. competitive
C. courteous
D. industrious
E. chemistry
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E. envious
10. When she learned that she could not attend the university in Warsaw, she
felt _________.
A.
hopeless
B.
annoyed
C.
depressed
D.
worried
E. None of the above
11. Marie _________ by leaving Poland and traveling to France to enter
the Sorbonne.
A. challenged authority
B. showed intelligence
C. behaved
D. was distressed
E. Answer not available
12. _________ she remembered their joy
together. A. Dejectedly
B. Worried
C. Tearfully
D. Happily
E. Irefully
13. Her _________ began to fade when she returned to the Sorbonne to succeed
her husband.
A.
misfortune
B. anger
C. wretchedness
D. disappointment
E. ambition
14. Even though she became fatally ill from working with radium, Marie Curie
was never _________.
A. troubled
B. worried
C. disappointed

D. sorrowful
E. disturbed
9. Marie had a bright mind and a ______
personality.
A. strong
B. lighthearted
C. humorous
D. strange

Passage II
Imagine a morning in late November. A coming
of winter morning more than twenty years ago.
Consider the kitchen of a spreading old house in a
country town. A great black stove is its main feature;
5 but there is also a big round table and a fireplace with
two rocking chairs placed in front of it. Just today the
fireplace commenced its seasonal roar.
A woman with shorn white hair is standing at the
kitchen window. She is wearing tennis shoes and a
10 shapeless gray sweater over a summery calico dress.
She is small and sprightly, like a bantam hen; but, due
to a long youthful illness, her shoulders are pitifully
hunched. Her face is remarkable—not unlike Lincoln’s,
craggy like that, and tinted by sun and wind; but it is
15 delicate too, finely boned, and her eyes are sherrycolored and timid. “Oh my,” she exclaims, her breath
smoking the windowpane, “it’s fruitcake weather!”

spoons spin round in bowls of butter and sugar,
vanilla sweetens the air, ginger spices it; melting,
60 nose-tingling odors saturate the kitchen, suffuse the
house, drift out to the world on puffs of chimney
smoke. In four days our work is done. Thirty-one
cakes, dampened with whiskey, bask on window sills
and shelves.
65

Who are they for?

Friends. Not necessarily neighbor friends:
indeed, the larger share are intended for persons
we’ve met maybe once, perhaps not at all. People
who’ve struck our fancy. Like President Roosevelt.
70 Like the Reverend and Mrs. J. C. Lucey, Baptist missionaries to Borneo who lectured here last winter. Or
the little knife grinder who comes through town twice
a year. . . .

The person to whom she is speaking is myself. I
am seven; she is sixty-something. We are cousins, very
20 distant ones, and we have lived together—well, as long
as I can remember. Other people inhabit the house, relatives; and though they have power over us, and frequently make us cry, we are not, on the whole, too
much aware of them. We are each other’s best friend.
25 She calls me Buddy, in memory of a boy who was formerly her best friend. The other Buddy died in the
1880’s, when she was still a child. She is still a child.

Now a nude December fig branch grates against
the window. The kitchen is empty, the cakes are gone;
yesterday we carted the last of them to the post office,
where the cost of stamps turned our purse inside
out. We’re broke. That rather depresses me, but my
friend insists on celebrating—with two inches of
80 whiskey . . . we divide between a pair of jelly
glasses. . . . My friend waltzes round the stove, the
hem of her poor calico skirt pinched between her fingers as though it were a party dress: Show me the way
to go home, she sings, her tennis shoes squeaking on
85 the floor. Show me the way to go home.

“I knew it before I got out of bed,” she says,
turning away from the window with a purposeful
30 excitement in her eyes. “The courthouse bell sounded
so cold and clear. And there were no birds singing;
they’ve gone to warmer country, yes indeed.” . . .

Enter: two relatives. Very angry. Potent with
eyes that scold, tongues that scald. Listen to what they
have to say, the words tumbling together into a
wrathful tune: “A child of seven! whiskey on his
90 breath! are you out of your mind?” . . .

It’s always the same: a morning arrives in
November, and my friend, as though officially inau35 gurating the Christmas time of year that exhilarates
her imagination and fuels the blaze of her heart,
announces: “It’s fruitcake weather!” . . .

. . . My friend gazes at her shoes, her chin
quivers, she lifts her skirt and blows her nose and runs
to her room. Long after the town has gone to sleep and
the house is silent except for the chimings of clocks
95 and the sputter of fading fires, she is weeping into a
pillow already as wet as a widow’s handkerchief.

75

We eat our supper (cold biscuits, bacon, black-berry
jam) and discuss tomorrow. Tomorrow the kind
40 of work I like best begins: buying. Cherries and
citron, ginger and vanilla and canned Hawaiian
pineapple, rinds and raisins and walnuts and whiskey
and oh, so much flour, butter, so many eggs, spices,
flavorings. . . .
But before these purchases can be made, there is
the question of money. Neither of us has any. Except
for skinflint sums persons in the house occasionally
provide (a dime is considered very big money); or
what we earn ourselves from various activities:
50 holding rummage sales, selling buckets of handpicked blackberries, jars of homemade jam and apple
jelly and peach preserves, rounding up flowers for
funerals and weddings. . . .

“Don’t cry,” I say, sitting at the bottom of her
bed and shivering despite my flannel nightgown that
smells of last winter’s cough syrup, “don’t cry,” I beg,
100 teasing her toes, tickling her feet, “you’re too old for
that.”
“It’s because,” she hiccups, “I am too old. Old
and funny.”

45

55

105

“Not funny. Fun. More fun than anybody. Listen.
If you don’t stop crying you’ll be so tired tomorrow
we can’t go cut a tree.”

But one way and another we do each year accumulate Christmas savings, a Fruitcake Fund. . . .

She straightens up. . . . “I know where we’ll find
pretty trees, Buddy. And holly, too. With berries big
as your eyes. It’s way off in the woods. Farther than
110 we’ve ever been. Papa used to bring us Christmas
trees from there: carry them on his shoulder. That’s
fifty years ago. Well, now: I can’t wait for morning.”

The black stove, stoked with coal and firewood,
glows like a lighted pumpkin. Eggbeaters whirl,

From Truman Capote, Selected Writings. ©1963 by Random
House, Inc.

10. The passage as a whole suggests about Buddy’s cousin
that she is:
F. a better person than Buddy’s other relatives.
G. a burden to her family.
H. easily taken advantage of.
J. a poor role model for Buddy.
11. On the basis of the information contained in the passage, Buddy would most likely describe the other relatives who live in the house as:
A. responsible.
B. stingy.
C. youthful.
D. religious.
12. The two character traits that are most directly contrasted with one another in the passage are:
F. generosity and meanness.
G. playfulness and religiousness.
H. weakness and stinginess.
J. helplessness and fearfulness.

15. That Buddy does not name or specifically describe the
other relatives in the house most likely indicates that:
A. being a small child, Buddy does not know all the
relatives’ names.
B. he never thinks about his relatives.
C. his cousin does not like the relatives.
D. he finds the relatives distant and cold.

16. The events depicted in the passage illustrate the point
that:
F. being selfish is preferable to being naive.
G. those who enjoy life are more intelligent than
those who do not.
H. people ought to be charitable toward those less
fortunate than themselves.
J. innocence of spirit can sometimes prevail over
self-righteous cruelty.

13. Given the events presented in the passage, Buddy and
his cousin are most likely similar in that they:
I. are isolated from the others in the house.
II. are bored with the dreary lives they have to
lead.
III. take pleasure in doing simple activities.
A. I only
B. III only
C. I and II only
D. I and III only

17. The phrase “words tumbling together into a wrathful
tune” (lines 88–89) indicates that:
A. the relatives are being lighthearted.
B. the relatives’ words are unintelligible.
C. Buddy is paying no attention to the relatives’
words.
D. Buddy is struck by the relatives’ tone as well as by
their actual words.

14. Given her presentation in the passage, it could most
logically be inferred that Buddy’s cousin is the kind of
person who might enjoy:
F. playing practical jokes.
G. going to church.
H. working in a factory.
J. taking walks in the woods.

18. At the very end of the passage, Buddy’s cousin’s mood
changes from:
F. sadness to enthusiasm.
G. sadness to indifference.
H. indifference to enthusiasm.
J. joy to sadness.
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General Writing tips:
Use transitions that give structure and organization to sentences.
Create an essay outline at the start of the writing section; it’ll keep you organized, ensure that
you mention all the points you want to write about, and keep you on track to write a clear and
concise essay.
Make sure to include an introduction and conclusion.
SAT:
Essay Prompts: There is no right or wrong answer. SAT essays are meant to be creative and show
a broad understanding of how the world functions. The questions may seem overwhelming and
vague, but you must give an opinion that answers the prompt and properly defend it.
Essay examples:
Should people be valued according to their capabilities rather than their achievements?
Are bad and good choices equally likely to have negative consequences?
Can average people be better role models than famous people?
ACT:
Essay Prompts: The wording of the prompts allow you to pick from multiple points of view,
allowing you to build your argument. You are expected to pick one side of the argument and
properly defend it. The prompt gives you context about the issue at hand from which you are
expected to frame your argument in. Throughout your argument, be sure to discuss the opposing
viewpoints and their validity. In doing so, you show an awareness of the issue at hand and ability
to consider differing viewpoints, thereby challenging your mindset.
Essay example:
Globalization
Many of the goods and services we depend on daily have global sources. Where once you might
speak with a customer service representative from across the country about your computer
problems, your call now would most likely be routed across the world. In one grocery store, it

can be possible to ﬁnd a mixture of foods from multiple continents. Various pieces of culture can
be instantaneously broadcast around the world via the Internet, enabling shared experiences
among people of disparate geographic origins. Globalization is generally seen as a sign of
progress, but what happens when we replace local interactions with global ones? Given the
accelerating rate of globalization, it is worth examining the implications and meaning of its
presence in our lives.
Perspective One: Globalization requires a shift in the way we think about other people, other
societies, and the world. This is good, because it will push humanity towards previously
unimaginable possibilities and achievements.
Perspective Two: Removing geographic boundaries from commerce means that the right people
can be chosen for the right jobs at the right price. This efﬁciency leads to a more prosperous and
progressive world for everyone.
Perspective Three: The ﬂourishing of a new, global society comes at the cost of local cultures.
Less diversity leads to deﬁcits in empathy and creativity, two of the most deﬁning characteristics
of humanity.
Write a uniﬁed, coherent essay in which you evaluate multiple perspectives on the increasing
presence of globalization.

Grammar Rules
Punctuation
Use commas to separate words and word groups in a simple series of three or more items.
We had coffee, cheese, crackers and grapes.
Use a comma to separate two adjectives when the adjectives are interchangeable.
It was a vibrant, massive painting.
When starting a sentence with a dependent clause, use a comma after it.
When Jim studied in the library for his chemistry quiz, it was very quiet.
Use commas to set off nonessential parts of the sentence.
The woman, knowing it was late, hurried home.

Colons
Use a colon after an independent clause when it is followed by a list, a quotation, appositive, or
other idea directly related to the independent clause.
The vote was unanimous: the older candidate had won.

Semicolons
Use a semicolon to join 2 independent clauses when the second clause restates the first or when
the two clauses are of equal emphasis.
I'm not sure how to get there; let's get directions.
Use a semicolon to join 2 independent clauses when the second clause begins with a conjunctive
adverb (however, therefore, etc.) or a transition (in fact, for example, etc.).

The basement is scary; thus, I do not go down there alone.

Dashes
Dashes are used to set off or emphasize the content enclosed within dashes or the content that
follows a dash. Dashes place more emphasis on this content than parentheses.
Upon discovering the errors—all 124 of them—the publisher immediately recalled the books.

Apostrophes
Apostrophes are used two ways on the ACT: to show possession and to create contractions.
Many of the apostrophes issues are tested using the "Word Choice" skill further below.
To form possessives of nouns:
Laura's hat

The kids' toys

The tree's leaves

Note that the singular possessive Laura's has the apostrophe before the s, while the plural
possessive kids' has the apostrophe after the s.
To create contractions (show the omission of letters):
There's a clown.

You'd love it.

Who's there?

Subject/Verb Agreement
Nouns and verbs are both parts of speech with number: they are written differently if they refer
to just one thing or multiple things. One dog runs fast, for example, but two dogs run fast.
Number agreement just means that the noun and the verb have the same number (singular or
plural).
Error: The writing in those paragraphs are absolutely horrible.
Corrected: The writing (singular) in those paragraphs is (singular) absolutely horrible.
Error: There was a doctor and a crew of nurses in the emergency room with me during my
surgery.
Corrected: There were (plural) a doctor and two nurses (plural) in the emergency room with
me during my surgery.

Subject vs. Object Pronouns
Nouns, in relation to verbs, can be subjects or objects. Subjects "do" verbs and objects have
verbs "done" to them: a dog (the subject noun) chases (the verb) its tail (the object noun).
Regular nouns like dog or tail do not change depending on whether they are subjects or objects,
but most pronouns do. For example, in the phrase "she likes him," the woman is the subject, so
the pronoun is she; in the phrase "he likes her," the woman is the object, so the pronoun is her.
Subject Pronouns

Object Pronouns

I

me

you

you

he

him

she

her

it

it

we

us

they

them

Examples
Error: The tourists asked my friends and I for directions.

Corrected: The tourists asked my friends and me for directions.

Error: The Girl Scouts sold cookies to my sister and I.
Corrected: The Girl Scouts sold cookies to my sister and me.

That vs. Who
This concept is simple: who is the pronoun for a person or people, and that is the pronoun for
everything else.
Examples
Error: The coach is the person that is in charge of the team's schedule.

Corrected: The coach is the person who is in charge of the team's schedule.

Error: The corporation is who owns this land.

Corrected: The corporation is what owns this land.

Person: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
When we use pronouns more than once in a sentence, we have to use the same person, or
perspective, throughout. For reference, 1st person is I or me, 2nd person is you, and 3rd person is
he or she.
Error: If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, you have to know the rules of the game.
Corrected: If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, she has to know the rules of the game.

Ambiguous Reference
Wherever there is a pronoun, it should be obvious what the pronoun is "standing in" for.
Examples
Error: Ethel told Lucy that her pie was wonderful.

Corrected: Ethel told Lucy that Lucy's pie was wonderful.

Verb Tense
There are six basic verb tenses, two for each time period:
● Simple Present: They sing.
● Present Perfect: They have sung.
● Simple Past: They sang.
● Past Perfect: They had sung.
● Future: They will sing.
● Future Perfect: They will have sung.

All of these tenses are created out of three forms of "to sing": sing (present), sang (past), and
sung (past participle). As you can see, some of the correct verb forms are created by adding
forms of the words "have" and "do." The idea is to keep verbs in a single sentence within the
same time period.
Examples
Error: The boy insisted that he has paid for the candy bars.

Corrected: The boy insisted (past) that he had paid (past perfect) for the candy bars.

Error: I told him that he can drop by anytime and I will be happy to help him.

Corrected: I told (past) him that he could (past) drop by anytime and I would (past) be happy
to help him.

Comparison
These are pretty simple. Comparisons between two things are formed by the construction "x is
more/less [adjective]/[adjective]-er than y." For example, Bill is more friendly than Louis.
Comparisons between three or more things, however, are formed by the construction "x is the
most [adjective]/[adjective]-est of the [things]." For example, Lucy was the most adept student
in the class or The cheetah is the fastest land animal.

Word Choice
These questions are about commonly confused words.

Its vs. It’s

It's is short for it is or it has.
It's too late.
Its shows possession, like his and her.
These are its footprints.

Their vs. There vs. They’re
There refers to a place.
There is a terrarium in the first building; it is over there.
They're is a contraction of they are.
They're not in this building.
Their is the possessive pronoun.
Their house is on the next street.

To vs. Too vs. Two
Two is a number.
There were two books on the table.
Too means "more than enough" and "also."
After we got our dinner for free, they gave us too much ice cream for dessert, too!"
To indicates direction and action.
We're going to the park to play basketball.

Then vs. Than
Then is mainly an adverb, often used to situate actions in time.

After I got out my bike from the garage, I then began to search form my helmet.
Than is a conjunction used mainly in making comparisons.
Shaq is taller than Kobe.

Sentence Fragments & Run-on Sentences
Sentences are made up of groups of words that are called clauses. There are two types of
clauses: independent (can be a complete sentence) and dependent (must be attached to an
independent clause in order to be a complete sentence).
An independent clause has a subject-verb pair and does not start with a word or phrase that
makes the clause dependent, such as "when" or "because" (as in example 3 below).
In the examples below, the subjects are underlined and the verbs are in bold.
A Sentence Fragment is a sentence made of anything less than an independent clause. To fix it,
we add an independent clause.
Examples
Fragment: Such as electrical, chemical, and industrial engineering.

Corrected: There are many STEM careers, such as electrical, chemical, and industrial
engineering.

Fragment: Saving her team at a time when they needed her.

Corrected: The goalie was saving her team at a time when they needed her.

A Run-on Sentence is made of multiple independent clauses joined by only a comma or no
punctuation at all. It can be fixed with a comma and conjunction (example 1 below), a joining
word (and or because) (example 2 below), or a semicolon (example 3 below).
Examples
Run-on sentence: My favorite Mediterranean spread is hummus it is very garlicky.

Corrected: My favorite Mediterranean spread is hummus, as it is very garlicky.

Run-on sentence: I rushed out to the shop, I had no milk left.
Corrected: I rushed out to the shop, I had no milk left.
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ACT/SAT Writing Prep
General tips: Use transitions that give structure and organization to sentences.
Create an essay outline at the start of the writing section; it’ll keep you organized, ensure that
you mention all the points you want to write about, and keep you on track to write a clear and
concise essay.
Make sure to include an introduction and conclusion.
SAT:
Essay Prompts: There is no right or wrong answer. SAT essays are meant to be creative and
show a broad understanding of how the world functions. The questions may seem overwhelming
and vague, but you must give an opinion that answers the prompt and properly defend it.
Essay examples:
Should people be valued according to their capabilities rather than their achievements?
Are bad and good choices equally likely to have negative consequences?
Can average people be better role models than famous people?
ACT:
Essay Prompts: The wording of the prompts allow you to pick from multiple points of view,
allowing you to build your argument. You are expected to pick one side of the argument and
properly defend it. The prompt gives you context about the issue at hand from which you are
expected to frame your argument in. Throughout your argument, be sure to discuss the opposing
viewpoints and their validity. In doing so, you show an awareness of the issue at hand and ability
to consider differing viewpoints, thereby challenging your mindset.
Essay example:
Globalization
Many of the goods and services we depend on daily have global sources. Where once you might
speak with a customer service representative from across the country about your computer

problems, your call now would most likely be routed across the world. In one grocery store, it
can be possible to find a mixture of foods from multiple continents. Various pieces of culture can
be instantaneously broadcast around the world via the Internet, enabling shared experiences
among people of disparate geographic origins. Globalization is generally seen as a sign of
progress, but what happens when we replace local interactions with global ones? Given the
accelerating rate of globalization, it is worth examining the implications and meaning of its
presence in our lives.
Perspective One: Globalization requires a shift in the way we think about other people, other
societies, and the world. This is good, because it will push humanity towards previously
unimaginable possibilities and achievements.
Perspective Two: Removing geographic boundaries from commerce means that the right people
can be chosen for the right jobs at the right price. This efficiency leads to a more prosperous and
progressive world for everyone.
Perspective Three: The flourishing of a new, global society comes at the cost of local cultures.
Less diversity leads to deficits in empathy and creativity, two of the most defining characteristics
of humanity.
Write a unified, coherent essay in which you evaluate multiple perspectives on the increasing
presence of globalization.

SAT Testing Strategies: How do I take the test?
What is the SAT?
The SAT aims to predict general ability to perform well in college, which
means that it tests vocabulary, grammar, mathematics, and writing skills that
college students use.
It does not test things you have learned in school specifically, but doing
well in high school and learning vocabulary and mathematics and writing
will help prepare you for this exam and for college.
Content

Minutes

Total Time

Writing (essay)

25

60 minutes

Writing (multiple-choice)

25

Writing (multiple-choice)

10

Critical reading (multiple-choice)

25

Critical reading (multiple-choice)

25

Critical reading (multiple-choice)

20

Mathematics (multiple-choice and studentproduced response)

25

Mathematics (multiple-choice)

25

Mathematics (multiple-choice)

20

Variable (unscored, multiple-choice)

25

70 minutes

70 minutes

25 minutes

(https://professionals.collegeboard.com/testing/sat-reasoning/about/sections)

OVERALL TEST TACTICS:
(taken from http://www.testinfo.net/sat/sat-tips.html)

1. Know the directions before the exam.
2. Answer easy questions first.
3. Mark uncertain questions with a squiggly ~ and hard questions with a
star *.
4. Guess...if you can eliminate at least one choice.
5. Cross out answers lightly that you have decided are less likely to be
correct. Do not cross them out so hard you cannot erase in case you are
wrong!
6. Always mark answers in the test book too so you can check later to make
sure it matches up.
7. Easy questions usually precede hard ones.
8. Skip any question if you haven't the faintest idea about the answer.
9. Understand the scoring: Correct= +1, blank= 0, incorrect = -.25
10.Don't spend too much time on any one question. You should spend only
seconds on the easiest questions, and hesitate to spend more than 1-2
minutes on even the hardest ones.
11.Bring a watch to the test center. You can't be guaranteed that there'll be a
working clock there. Phones aren’t allowed.
12.Read the words in the question carefully. Be sure to answer the question
asked and not the question you recall from a practice test.
NOTE: The SAT will change more or less completely in format in March 2016: This
preparation will help you be ready to take it before that date, but next semester we will go over
the NEW SAT. Even if you plan to take the NEW SAT this preparation will help you.

CRITICAL READING SECTION:
Sentence Completion
1. Before looking at the answers, try to complete the sentence with words that make
sense to you.
2. Don't rush your selection. Consider all the answers to make the best choice.
3. Use the context of nearby words to figure out unknown words.
4. Don't overlook negative words (like not) or prefixes (like un-).
5. If you're really stuck for the meaning of a word, try to think of other words that
have similar prefixes, roots, or suffixes.
6. Eliminate choices in double-blank questions if the first word alone doesn't make
sense in the sentence.
7. Let transition words (like although and likewise) help suggest the best answer.

Reading Comprehension
1. You should base your answers to the questions solely on what is stated or implied
in the passages.
2. Skim the questions prior to reading the passage to help you understand general
ideas of what you’re looking for when you read.
3. Read the italicized introductory text.
4. Skip questions you don't know. Return to them after answering other easier
questions.
5. First and last sentences of each paragraph are critical.
6. Always use any line reference numbers that appear in the questions.
7. Answer questions on familiar topics before unfamiliar topics.
8. Don't waste time memorizing details.
9. Read the brief introduction to pairs of passages to see how they relate.
10. Spend more time on answering the questions than on reading the text.

WRITING SECTION:
The Essay
1. Write a short (about 250-300 words), persuasive essay on the topic provided.
2. Keep in mind the structure of an essay - 5 paragraphs consisting of an:
Introduction, Body (about 3 paragraphs), Conclusion.
3. You have 25 minutes. Read the essay question quickly and think about the topic
(about 5 minutes). Allow most of your time (about 15 minutes) to write the essay.
Spend the remaining 5 minutes reviewing and editing your work.
4. Introductory Paragraph should state the position that is being taken. It should also
state about 3 points that support this position.
5. Expand the points in the body paragraphs with detail and examples. Specificity is
really important.
6. The Concluding Paragraph should summarize your point of view by restating the
thesis statement in a revised format.
7. Keep your writing simple and avoid wordiness and slang

Multiple Choice
1. Move around within a Section depending on difficulty.
2. Usage questions are based on individual sentences. They test basic grammar,
sentence structure, and word choice all at the same time, so make sure look at
these three factors.
3. Read the questions carefully, and don’t hesitate to read it again.
4. Try to read the question out loud in your head to hear what sounds the best.
5. Generally, the simpler the sentence is, the better

MATH SECTION: Student Provided Response Grid
1. Guess if you can't figure it out. There is no penalty for wrong answers in this
section.
2. Negative numbers are not possible as answers in this section. If your answer
comes up negative, do it again.
3. You may begin to enter a short answer in any column. For instance, .6 can be
entered in columns 1-2, or 2-3, or 3-4.
4. If an answer is a repeating decimal (like .33333333), just enter as many decimals
as will fit in the grid (.333).
5. You may enter an equivalent decimal for a fraction as your answer, but why waste
the time evaluating the fraction?
6. Do not try to enter mixed numbers. For example, if your answer is 3 1/2, enter it
as 3.5 or 7/2.

Standard Multiple Choice
1. Read the question well. Be sure to select the best answer for the variable, value, or
expression that is requested!
2. Learn in advance all of the critical definitions, formulas, and concepts that appear
in common questions.
3. Remember to use the test booklet for scratch work, as well as for marking up any
diagrams/graphs.
4. Early questions in this section are easier. Spend much less time on them. They are
less likely to trick you. Questions later in the section that appear easy may be
tricks.
5. Look for a trick or a shortcut if the question seems time consuming.
6. When a question contains a weird symbol, just substitute the accompanying
definition when figuring out the best answer choice.

Name _____________________________________
Date ________________________

Vocabulary In Context Practice
1 Kelly C. Roell © http://testprep.about.com
Adapted from, "The Boarded Window" by Ambrose Bierce.

In 1830, only a few miles away from what is now the great city of Cincinnati, lay an immense
and almost unbroken forest. The whole region was sparsely settled by people of the frontier-restless souls who no sooner had hewn barely habitable homes out of the wilderness and
attained to that degree of prosperity which today we would call indigence, than, impelled by
some mysterious impulse of their nature, they abandoned all and pushed farther westward, to
encounter new perils and privations in the effort to regain the meager comforts which they had
voluntarily renounced. Many of them had already forsaken that region for the remoter
settlements, but among those remaining was one who had been of those first arriving. He lived
alone in a house of logs surrounded on all sides by the great forest, of whose gloom and
silence he seemed a part, for no one had ever known him to smile nor speak a needless word.
His simple wants were supplied by the sale or barter of skins of wild animals in the river town,
for not a thing did he grow upon the land which, if needful, he might have claimed by right of
undisturbed possession. There were evidences of "improvement"--a few acres of ground
immediately about the house had once been cleared of its trees, the decayed stumps of which
were half concealed by the new growth that had been suffered to repair the ravage wrought by
the ax. Apparently the man's zeal for agriculture had burned with a failing flame, expiring in
penitential ashes.
The little log house, with its chimney of sticks, its roof of warping clapboards supported and
weighted with traversing poles and its "chinking" of clay, had a single door and, directly
opposite, a window. The latter, however, was boarded up--nobody could remember a time
when it was not. And none knew why it was so closed; certainly not because of the occupant's
dislike of light and air, for on those rare occasions when a hunter had passed that lonely spot
the recluse had commonly been seen sunning himself on his doorstep if heaven had provided
sunshine for his need. I fancy there are few persons living today who ever knew the secret of
that window, but I am one, as you shall see.
The man's name was said to be Murlock. He was apparently seventy years old, actually about
fifty. Something besides years had had a hand in his aging. His hair and long, full beard were
white, his gray, lusterless eyes sunken, his face singularly seamed with wrinkles which
appeared to belong to two intersecting systems. In figure he was tall and spare, with a stoop of
the shoulders--a burden bearer. I never saw him; these particulars I learned from my
grandfather, from whom also I got the man's story when I was a lad. He had known him when
living near by in that early day.
One day Murlock was found in his cabin, dead. It was not a time and place for coroners and
newspapers, and I suppose it was agreed that he had died from natural causes or I should
have been told, and should remember. I know only that with what was probably a sense of
the fitness of things the body was buried near the cabin, alongside the grave of his wife, who
had preceded him by so many years that local tradition had retained hardly a hint of her
existence.

Name _____________________________________
Date ________________________
Question 1
As it is used in paragraph one, the word indigence most nearly means…
A. sustenance
B. wealth
C. influence
D. poverty
Question 2
As it is used near the end of paragraph one, the word suffered most nearly means…
A. endured B.
allowed C.
instructed D.
agonized
Question 3
As it is used in paragraph two, the word traversing most nearly means…
A. traveling
B. crossing
C. shifting
D. holding
Question 4
As it is used in paragraph three, the word lusterless most nearly means…
A. dull
B. broken
C. barren
D. alarming
Question 5
As it is used in paragraph five, the word retained most nearly means…
A. romanticized
B. commended
C. preserved
D. illustrated

Vocabulary In Context Practice 1 Answer Key
Kelly C. Roell © http://testprep.about.com

Adapted from, "The Boarded Window" by Ambrose Bierce.

In 1830, only a few miles away from what is now the great city of Cincinnati, lay an immense
and almost unbroken forest. The whole region was sparsely settled by people of the frontier-restless souls who no sooner had hewn barely habitable homes out of the wilderness and attained
to that degree of prosperity which today we would call indigence, than, impelled by some
mysterious impulse of their nature, they abandoned all and pushed farther westward, to
encounter new perils and privations in the effort to regain the meager comforts which they had
voluntarily renounced. Many of them had already forsaken that region for the remoter settlements,
but among those remaining was one who had been of those first arriving. He lived alone in a
house of logs surrounded on all sides by the great forest, of whose gloom and silence he seemed
a part, for no one had ever known him to smile nor speak a needless word. His simple wants were
supplied by the sale or barter of skins of wild animals in the river town, for not a thing did he
grow upon the land which, if needful, he might have claimed by right of undisturbed possession.
There were evidences of "improvement"--a few acres of ground immediately about the house had
once been cleared of its trees, the decayed stumps of which were half concealed by the new
growth that had been suffered to repair the ravage wrought by the ax. Apparently the man's zeal
for agriculture had burned with a failing flame, expiring in penitential ashes.
The little log house, with its chimney of sticks, its roof of warping clapboards supported and
weighted with traversing poles and its "chinking" of clay, had a single door and, directly
opposite, a window. The latter, however, was boarded up--nobody could remember a time when
it was not. And none knew why it was so closed; certainly not because of the occupant's dislike
of light and air, for on those rare occasions when a hunter had passed that lonely spot the recluse
had commonly been seen sunning himself on his doorstep if heaven had provided sunshine for
his need. I fancy there are few persons living today who ever knew the secret of that window, but
I am one, as you shall see.
The man's name was said to be Murlock. He was apparently seventy years old, actually about
fifty. Something besides years had had a hand in his aging. His hair and long, full beard were
white, his gray, lusterless eyes sunken, his face singularly seamed with wrinkles which appeared
to belong to two intersecting systems. In figure he was tall and spare, with a stoop of the
shoulders--a burden bearer. I never saw him; these particulars I learned from my grandfather,
from whom also I got the man's story when I was a lad. He had known him when living near by
in that early day.
One day Murlock was found in his cabin, dead. It was not a time and place for coroners and
newspapers, and I suppose it was agreed that he had died from natural causes or I should have
been told, and should remember. I know only that with what was probably a sense of the fitness
of things the body was buried near the cabin, alongside the grave of his wife, who had preceded
him by so many years that local tradition had retained hardly a hint of her existence.

Question 1

As it is used in paragraph one, the word indigence most nearly means…
D. poverty
Sure, it would be great if you already knew the definition of the word and didn't need the context
to help you out. On many standardized tests, however, that will not be the case. You may read a
vocabulary word you've never heard of before and will be expected to choose the best answer
anyway. On this question, the word "indigence" most closely means "poverty" and we can tell
that by the context. First, we know that the word relates to some "degree of prosperity," which
knocks out choices A and C. The word "sustenance" is synonymous with nourishment and the
word "influence" has more to do with authority than wealth, although the two are often closely
linked. That leaves Choices B and D. Since "barely habitable homes" and "meager comforts"
don't appear to have anything to do with wealth, our best choice is D, poverty.
Question 2
As it is used near the end of paragraph one, the word suffered most nearly means…
B. allowed
This question relies almost completely on your ability to use context clues for the definition of
the word. As it's used in this passage, "suffered" employs an archaic usage – "to allow." Looking
at it without reading, however, you may choose Choice A or Choice D; in the context of the
sentence, they do not make sense, though. Choice C also doesn't make sense in the sentence,
unless the "new growth" of which the narrator spoke, had suddenly evolved into an entity
capable of following orders.
Question 3
As it is used in paragraph two, the word traversing most nearly means…
B. crossing
You may have heard the word "traverse" before, and if so, realize that it can be used in a few
ways. Traverse is often made synonyms with "travel" and although they're close in meaning,
traverse means to "go across" whereas "travel" doesn't really specify direction. In this context,
the word means "crossing." Choices A and C do not work because poles on a roof wouldn't really
be "traveling" or "shifting" (hopefully!). Choice D is not the best choice because although you'd
assume that a traversing pole is holding something up, the word "supported" used previously in
the sentence would make the choice redundant. Choice B it is.
Question 4

As it is used in paragraph three, the word lusterless most nearly means…
A. dull
"Luster" means "shine" or "sheen," so the opposite of that is "dull", Choice A. Even if you didn't
know the definition of "luster," you could guess at the meaning of the word from the context.
The passage reads, "Something besides years had had a hand in his aging. His hair and long, full
beard were white, his gray, lusterless eyes sunken, his face singularly seamed with wrinkles
which appeared to belong to two intersecting systems". Obviously, we are meant to see that he
looks very old for his age. Choice D is off-topic, and Choice B is too far away from the context
of the sentence. Of Choices C and A, barren would've been a good choice metaphorically, if
"dull" had not been presented, but because it was, and it's the most accurate synonym, it's the
correct choice.
Question 5
As it is used in paragraph five, the word retained most nearly means…
C. preserved
To "retain" something means to "keep" it or "save" it. The sentence reads, "I know only that with
what was probably a sense of the fitness of things the body was buried near the cabin, alongside
the grave of his wife, who had preceded him by so many years that local tradition had retained
hardly a hint of her existence". The sentence doesn't speak to whether or not her memory was a
positive or negative one, so both Choices A and B are out. Likewise, Choice D is out because
"illustrated" means "described." In the context, this would only make sense if the words "in their
memoirs" or "in their local archives" were added to the end of the sentence.

Courtesy of testprepreview.com
Search for grammatical errors in the underlined sections of the following sentences and
select the option that best corrects them. If there is no error, choose option A.
1. Everyone in the bank-including the manager and the tellers, ran to the door when the
fire alarm rang.
A. tellers, ran
B. tellers: ran
C. tellers, had run
D. tellers-ran
E. tellers' ran"
2. To no ones surprise, Joe didn't have his homework ready.
A. no ones surprise
B. no ones surprise
C. no-ones surprise
D. no ones' surprise
E. no one's surprise
3. If he would have read "The White Birds," he might have liked William Butler Yeats'
poetry.
A. would have read
B. could have read
C. would of read D.
could of read
E. had read
4. After the hurricane, uprooted trees were laying all over the ground.
A. were laying
B. lying

C. were lying
D. were laid
E. was laid
5. Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882), the great transcendentalist philosopher, wrote in his
essay "Self-Reliance" of the need for an individual to develop his capacities.
A. essay "Self-Reliance"
B. essay, "Self-Reliance"
C. essay: Self-Reliance D.
essay, Self-Reliance E.
essay; "Self-Reliance"
6. The recently built children's amusement park has been called "a boon to the
community" by its supporters and "an eyesore" by its harshest critics.
A. and "an eyesore" by its harshest
B. and, "an eyesore," by its harshest
C. and, an eyesore; by its harshest D.
and-an eyesore-by its' harshest E.
and-"an eyesore"-by its' harshest
7. I always have trouble remembering the meaning of these two common verbs, affect (to
change" or "to influence") and effect ("to cause" or "to accomplish)."
A. "to accomplish)."
B. "to accomplish").
C. "to accomplish).
D. To accomplish. E.
"to accomplish.")
8. My class just finished reading-"The Fall of the House of Usher", a short story by Edgar
Allan Poe.
A. reading-"The Fall of the House of Usher",
B. reading, The Fall of the House of Usher, C.
reading "The Fall of the House of Usher,"

D. reading, "The Fall of the house of Usher,"
E. reading: The Fall of the House of Usher9. After it was repaired it ran perfect again.
A. ran perfect
B. ran perfectly
C. could run perfect D.
could of run perfect E.
would run perfectly
10. Whos in the office now?
A. Whos in
B. Whose in
C. Who is in
D. Who's in
E. Whose' in
11. There are now many kinds of dictionaries, such as a dictionary of synonyms and
antonyms, a biographical dictionary, and a geographical dictionary with pronunciations
given.
A. with pronunciations given
B. that has pronunciations given
C. with pronunciations' given
D. that have pronunciations given
E. that do have pronunciations given
12. Towering 700 feet above the valley floor, Mount Rushmore National Memorialwas an
impressive site.
A. was an impressive site
B. is a impressive sight C.
is an impressive sight
D. was an impressive sight
E. is an impressive site

13. San Francisco lays southwest of Sacramento.
A. lays southwest
B. has laid southwest
C. is lying southwest
D. lain southwest
E. lies southwest
14. Did they know that Labor Day always came on the first Monday in September?
A. came on
B. comes on
C. has come on
D. had come on
E. has came on
15. Eating, drinking, and to stay up late at night were among her pleasures.
A. to stay up late
B. to remain up late
C. staying up late
D. she liked staying up late
E. trying to stay up late
16. Each night when night came and the temperature fell, my parents lit the fire in the
bedroom.
A. and the temperature fell,
B. and that the temperature did fall
C. and that the temperature fell
D. and because the temperature fell
E. and when the temperature fell
17. Frances promised to bring the Papago basket that she bought in Arizona.
A. bought in
B. had bought in

C. has bought in
D. did buy in
E. purchased in
18. He has lain his racquetball glove on the beach.
A. has lain
B. has laid
C. have lain
D. have laid
E. is lying
19. I would have lent you my notes if you would have asked me.
A. would have asked me
B. could of asked
C. could ask
D. had asked E.
had of asked
20. Many scientists are still hoping to have found life on another planet.
A. to have found
B. to find C.
two find
D. to have been found
E. too have found
21. Because she had an astounding memory, Sue has never forgotten an important
equation.
A. had an
B. could have had
C. has
D. did have
E. has had

Answers and Explanations
1. D: The modifying phrase inserted between subject and predicate should be set off on both
sides by dashes, not just one. Non-matching punctuation marks, like a dash before it but a
comma after it [sentence, (A), (C)], or a dash before but a colon after it (B), are incorrect and
asymmetrical. An apostrophe (E) indicates possession and is incorrect in a non-possessive plural
noun. There is no reason for the incorrect, extraneous close-quotation mark after the verb (E)
either.
2. E: "No one's is a possessive pronoun and needs the apostrophe." Omitting it [sentence, (A),
(B), and (C)] is incorrect. "No one" is spelled as two words, not one (B) or one hyphenated word
(C). An apostrophe after the s (D) denotes a possessive plural, not a possessive singular.
3. E: The past unreal conditional should consist of "if" plus the past perfect of "to read"
(auxiliary verb "had" with "read"). Adding "would" or "could" to the past perfect [sentence, (A),
(B), (C), and (D)] is incorrect. In the "If...then" past unreal conditional construction, "would
have" is only used in the second ("then" understood) clause, never in the first "If" clause. Also,
"of" [(C), (D)] is a preposition, an incorrect substitute for the auxiliary verb "have."
4. C: The correct past progressive tense of the verb "to lie" is "were lying." "Were laying" (A) is
acting on an object, e.g. "Workers were laying uprooted trees on the side of the road." Without
the auxiliary verb "were," "lying" (B) is incomplete and does not form a predicate for the subject
"trees." "Were laid" (D) means somebody/something laid them there, not that the trees
themselves were lying there. "Was laid" is singular, not plural as "trees" are.
5. A: A comma (B), colon (C), or semicolon (E) is incorrect and unnecessary between the noun
and its proper name.
6. A: No punctuation other than the quotation marks is required or correct after "and" and around
"an eyesore." Commas [(B), (C)], semicolons (C), or dashes [(D), (E)] are incorrect. Omitting
quotation marks (D) is incorrect since the sentence is quoting people; and the first phrase has

them, so the second also should. The apostrophes [(D), (E)] are incorrect: the irregular
possessive pronoun "its" does not have an apostrophe.
7. B: The end quotation mark should come after the word but inside the end parenthesis. Putting
it after the period, outside the end parenthesis (A) is incorrect. Omitting the end quotation mark
(C) is incorrect. Omitting parentheses and capitalizing the infinitive verb example (D) are both
incorrect. Omitting the open parenthesis (E) is incorrect. Both quotation marks and parentheses
always come in pairs.
8. C: There should not be any punctuation between the verb and its object, even if the object is a
title in quotation marks as it is here. Therefore, a dash (A), comma [(B, (D)], colon (E), or any
combination of two [(A), (E)] is incorrect. Additionally, omitting quotation marks around the
title [(B), (E)] is incorrect.
9. B: The verb is modified by the adverb "perfectly," not "perfect" [(A), (C), (D)], an adjective
for modifying a noun. "After it was repaired" indicates past tense, so for agreement, the verb
should also be the past tense "ran." "Could run" (C) and "would run" (E) are not past tense but
unreal subjunctive mood. There is no such construction as "could of" (D), which incorrectly
substitutes the preposition "of" for the auxiliary verb "have," part of the past perfect tense.
10. D: An apostrophe is required in "who's," a contraction of "who is." No apostrophe (A) is
incorrect. "Whose" (B) is the possessive (i.e. belonging to whom). Its irregular spelling
differentiates it from the contraction "who's" (like "its" vs. "it's"). "Whose" is never spelled with
a final apostrophe (E). "Who is" (C) is not incorrect, but expanding the contraction to full form
avoids correctly identifying the contraction's correct spelling.
11. A: This is the most economical wording of the modifying prepositional phrase. "That has"
(B) is unwieldy and superfluous. The plural "pronunciations" is not possessive and thus should
not have an apostrophe (C). "Have" [(D), (E)] is plural, disagreeing with the singular subject.
12. C: Present tense is more correct when describing something that currently still exists. Also,
from the sentence context, "sight," i.e. something to see, is the desired meaning whereas "site"
[(A), (E)] means a location. Past tense [(A), (D)] would only be correct in context, e.g. "...was an

impressive sight when we visited it last year." The article "a" (B) is incorrect before a vowel
("an" is correct).
13. E: The present tense of "to lie" is "lies." "Lays" is the present tense of the transitive (taking a
direct object) verb "to lay," e.g. "We lay books on this table." "Has laid" (B) should be "has
lain," but present perfect makes no sense here: San Francisco's location has not moved. Present
progressive "is lying" (C) is similarly misleading regarding a non-temporary location. "Lain" (D)
is present perfect/past perfect, not present-and moreover lacks its auxiliary verb (has/had).
14. B: Although the predicate is past-tense ("Did they know...?"), something that is still true, like
a national holiday, "always comes on" the same day in present tense. "Always came on" (A)
implies it no longer does, as does "has come" (C) and "had come" (D). "Has came" (E) is never
used: the present perfect (has) and past perfect (had) both take the form "come."
15. C: The series of gerunds ("-ing"-participial verbals used as nouns) require parallel structure.
To agree with "eating" and "drinking," "staying up late" is correct. The infinitive "to
stay/remain" [(A)/(B)] disagrees with the gerunds "eating, drinking." Adding "She liked..." (D)
incorrectly places the third verbal into an independent clause with another subject and verb,
contradicting the sentence structure-and redundant with "were among her pleasures." "Trying to
stay up late" (E) changes the meaning.
16. A: A comma between a modifying phrase/clause and the clause it modifies is correct.
Inserting "that" [(B), (C)] is incorrect: "the temperature fell," along with "night darkness came,"
is introduced by the adverb "when." It is not a restrictive relative clause introduced by "that."
Past tense "fell" is preferred over the awkward "did fall" (B). "Because" (D) is incorrect: the
clause was already introduced by "when." Past-perfect "had fallen" (E) disagrees with past-tense
"darkness came" and "my parents lit..."
17. B: Past perfect is correct because Frances promised (past tense) to bring what she had bought
before she promised. Present perfect "has bought" (C) disagrees with the past-tense predicate
"promised." "Did buy" (D) is just an awkward or archaic version of past tense "bought" (A);
"purchased" (E) is simply a past-tense synonym for "bought"-all incorrect here. (Frances did not
buy the basket at the same time that she promised to bring it.)

18. B: The correct present-perfect of transitive verb (i.e. it always takes a direct object) "to lay"
is "has laid." "Has lain" (A) is intransitive, e.g. "He has lain on this bed before." "Have lain" (C)
uses not only the wrong verb/tense, but also a plural auxiliary verb with a singular subject, like
"have laid" (D). "Is lying" (E) should be "is laying" with the object "racquetball glove;" but even
corrected, changing the tense changes the meaning here.
19. D: In conditional-subjunctive constructions, "if..." introduces the conditional clause/phrase,
and the corresponding "then..." subjunctive uses "would have." Using "would have" in the
conditional is incorrect. There is no such construction as "could of" (B) or "had of" (E); these
incorrectly substitute the preposition "of" for the auxiliary verb "have." "Could ask" (C) is wrong
in both tense and meaning.
20. B: "Hoping," like "planning"/"dreaming"/"expecting," etc., is future-oriented and in the
present participle ("-ing"), requires the infinitive in modifying verbs, i.e. "hoping to find."
Scientists cannot hope "to have found" [(A), (E)] something already that they are "still hoping"
to find. "Two" (C) is the spelling of the number 2, and "too" (E) is the adverb meaning "also,"
not the preposition "to." "To have been found" errs doubly, using both present-perfect tense and
passive voice incorrectly here.
21. C: With present-perfect "has never forgotten," present-tense "has an astounding memory" is
correct. "Had" (A) and "did have" (D) are past-tense; and "has had" (E) is present-perfect tense,
all implying Sue no longer has an astounding memory, contradicting the statement that she still
"has never forgotten." "Could have had" (B) completely changes the meaning and also
contradicts "has never forgotten."

ACT/SAT Grammar Lesson : Student Copy
Grammar Rules
Punctuation
Use commas to separate words and word groups in a simple series of three or more items.
We had coffee, cheese, crackers and grapes.
Use a comma to separate two adjectives when the adjectives are interchangeable.
It was a vibrant, massive painting.
When starting a sentence with a dependent clause, use a comma after it.
When Jim studied in the library for his chemistry quiz, it was very quiet.
Use commas to set off nonessential parts of the sentence.
The woman, knowing it was late, hurried home.
Colons
Use a colon after an independent clause when it is followed by a list, a quotation, appositive, or
other idea directly related to the independent clause.
The vote was unanimous: the older candidate had won.
Semicolons
Use a semicolon to join 2 independent clauses when the second clause restates the first or when
the two clauses are of equal emphasis.
I'm not sure how to get there; let's get directions.

Use a semicolon to join 2 independent clauses when the second clause begins with a conjunctive
adverb (however, therefore, etc.) or a transition (in fact, for example, etc.).
The basement is scary; thus, I do not go down there alone.
Dashes
Dashes are used to set off or emphasize the content enclosed within dashes or the content that
follows a dash. Dashes place more emphasis on this content than parentheses.
Upon discovering the errors—all 124 of them—the publisher immediately recalled the books.
Apostrophes
Apostrophes are used two ways on the ACT: to show possession and to create contractions.
Many of the apostrophes issues are tested using the "Word Choice" skill further below.
To form possessives of nouns:
Laura's hat

The kids' toys

The tree's leaves

Note that the singular possessive Laura's has the apostrophe before the s, while the plural
possessive kids' has the apostrophe after the s.
To create contractions (show the omission of letters):
There's a clown.

You'd love it.

Who's there?

Subject/Verb Agreement
Nouns and verbs are both parts of speech with number: they are written differently if they refer
to just one thing or multiple things. One dog runs fast, for example, but two dogs run fast.
Number agreement just means that the noun and the verb have the same number (singular or
plural).
Error: The writing in those paragraphs are absolutely horrible.
Corrected: The writing (singular) in those paragraphs is (singular) absolutely horrible.
Subject vs. Object Pronouns
Nouns, in relation to verbs, can be subjects or objects. Subjects "do" verbs and objects have
verbs "done" to them: a dog (the subject noun) chases (the verb) its tail (the object noun).
Regular nouns like dog or tail do not change depending on whether they are subjects or objects,
but most pronouns do. For example, in the phrase "she likes him," the woman is the subject, so
the pronoun is she; in the phrase "he likes her," the woman is the object, so the pronoun is her.
Subject Pronouns

Object Pronouns

I

me

you

you

he

him

she

her

it

it

we

us

they

them

Examples
Error: The tourists asked my friends and I for directions.

Corrected: The tourists asked my friends and me for directions.

That vs. Who
This concept is simple: who is the pronoun for a person or people, and that is the pronoun for
everything else.
Examples
Error: The coach is the person that is in charge of the team's schedule.

Corrected: The coach is the person who is in charge of the team's schedule.

Person: 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
When we use pronouns more than once in a sentence, we have to use the same person, or
perspective, throughout. For reference, 1st person is I or me, 2nd person is you, and 3rd person
is he or she.
Error: If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, you have to know the rules of the game.
Corrected: If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, she has to know the rules of the game.

Ambiguous Reference
Wherever there is a pronoun, it should be obvious what the pronoun is "standing in" for.
Examples
Error: Ethel told Lucy that her pie was wonderful.

Corrected: Ethel told Lucy that Lucy's pie was wonderful.

Verb Tense
There are six basic verb tenses, two for each time period:
● Simple Present: They sing.
● Present Perfect: They have sung.
● Simple Past: They sang.
● Past Perfect: They had sung.
● Future: They will sing.
● Future Perfect: They will have sung.

All of these tenses are created out of three forms of "to sing": sing (present), sang (past), and
sung (past participle). As you can see, some of the correct verb forms are created by adding
forms of the words "have" and "do." The idea is to keep verbs in a single sentence within the
same time period.
Examples
Error: The boy insisted that he has paid for the candy bars.

Corrected: The boy insisted (past) that he had paid (past perfect) for the candy bars.

Comparison
These are pretty simple. Comparisons between two things are formed by the construction "x is
more/less [adjective]/[adjective]-er than y." For example, Bill is more friendly than Louis.
Comparisons between three or more things, however, are formed by the construction "x is the
most [adjective]/[adjective]-est of the [things]." For example, Lucy was the most adept student
in the class or The cheetah is the fastest land animal.
Word Choice
These questions are about commonly confused words.
Its vs. It’s
It's is short for it is or it has.
It's too late.
Its shows possession, like his and her.
These are its footprints.
Their vs. There vs. They’re
There refers to a place.
There is a terrarium in the first building; it is over there.
They're is a contraction of they are.
They're not in this building.
Their is the possessive pronoun.

Their house is on the next street.
To vs. Too vs. Two
Two is a number.
There were two books on the table.
Too means "more than enough" and "also."
After we got our dinner for free, they gave us too much ice cream for dessert, too!"
To indicates direction and action.
We're going to the park to play basketball.
Then vs. Than
Then is mainly an adverb, often used to situate actions in time.
After I got out my bike from the garage, I then began to search form my helmet.
Than is a conjunction used mainly in making comparisons.
Shaq is taller than Kobe.
Sentence Fragments & Run-on Sentences
Sentences are made up of groups of words that are called clauses. There are two types of
clauses: independent (can be a complete sentence) and dependent (must be attached to an
independent clause in order to be a complete sentence).
An independent clause has a subject-verb pair and does not start with a word or phrase that
makes the clause dependent, such as "when" or "because" (as in example 3 below).
In the examples below, the subjects are underlined and the verbs are in bold.

A Sentence Fragment is a sentence made of anything less than an independent clause. To fix it,
we add an independent clause.
Examples
Fragment: Such as electrical, chemical, and industrial engineering.

Corrected: There are many STEM careers, such as electrical, chemical, and industrial
engineering.

A Run-on Sentence is made of multiple independent clauses joined by only a comma or no
punctuation at all. It can be fixed with a comma and conjunction (example 1 below), a joining
word (and or because) (example 2 below), or a semicolon (example 3 below).
Examples
Run-on sentence: My favorite Mediterranean spread is hummus it is very garlicky.

Corrected: My favorite Mediterranean spread is hummus, as it is very garlicky.
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General tips:
Use transitions that give structure and organization to sentences.
Create an essay outline at the start of the writing section; it’ll keep you organized, ensure that
you mention all the points you want to write about, and keep you on track to write a clear and
concise essay.
Make sure to include an introduction and conclusion.
SAT:
Essay Prompts: There is no right or wrong answer. SAT essays are meant to be creative and
show a broad understanding of how the world functions. The questions may seem overwhelming
and vague, but you must give an opinion that answers the prompt and properly defend it. You
have a great deal of freedom when answering the prompt. You can start from many points so
long as you answer the prompt with a yes or no.
A great way to prepare for this portion of the test is to have examples thought of and ready to go
that can be used for many prompts. Again, the more you can connect the prompt to the real
world, the better your score will be. Specific examples are a great way of accomplishing this
task. The more examples you have prepared, the more likely you will be prepared for different
prompts. Try and pick major historical events, classic American books, or current events. You
will be surprised by how some examples can be used to answer many SAT prompts.
Essay examples:
Should people be valued according to their capabilities rather than their achievements?
Are bad and good choices equally likely to have negative consequences?
Can average people be better role models than famous people?
“Should people be guided by their feelings when making major choices?”

“Is the world actually harder to understand due to the abundance of information now
available?”
ACT:
Essay Prompts: The wording of the prompts allows you to pick from multiple points of view,
giving you a way to build your argument. You are expected to pick one side of the argument and
properly defend it. The prompt gives you context about the issue at hand from which you are
expected to frame your argument in. Using this context will help you formulate your examples as
you write. Throughout your argument, be sure to discuss the opposing viewpoints, their validity,
and why you disagree with them. In doing so, you show an awareness of the issue at hand and
ability to challenge your mindset.
The point of this essay is to show that you can defend your point of view in a logical manner
while thoroughly explaining why you disagree with the other viewpoints. There is not much that
can be done to prepare for this section of the test other than take practice tests or keep up with
what is happening in the world. Reading or watching the news will give you examples that you
might be able to use in this section of the test.
Essay example:
Globalization
Many of the goods and services we depend on daily have global sources. Where once you might
speak with a customer service representative from across the country about your computer
problems, your call now would most likely be routed across the world. In one grocery store, it
can be possible to find a mixture of foods from multiple continents. Various pieces of culture can
be instantaneously broadcast around the world via the Internet, enabling shared experiences
among people of disparate geographic origins. Globalization is generally seen as a sign of
progress, but what happens when we replace local interactions with global ones? Given the
accelerating rate of globalization, it is worth examining the implications and meaning of its
presence in our lives.

Perspective One: Globalization requires a shift in the way we think about other people,
other societies, and the world. This is good, because it will push humanity towards
previously unimaginable possibilities and achievements.
Perspective Two: Removing geographic boundaries from commerce means that the right
people can be chosen for the right jobs at the right price. This efficiency leads to a more
prosperous and progressive world for everyone.
Perspective Three: The flourishing of a new, global society comes at the cost of local
cultures. Less diversity leads to deficits in empathy and creativity, two of the most defining
characteristics of humanity.
Write a unified, coherent essay in which you evaluate multiple perspectives on the
increasing presence of globalization.
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